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As the need for data storage and processing booms, improvements in computing 

hardware are crucially needed. One challenge is that the RC delay of interconnects, 

compared to the RC delay of transistors, does not scale with device dimension, resulting in 

a bottleneck for integrated circuits performance [1]. There is thus a need for the 

development of new materials to optimize interconnects through dielectric constant and 

metal resistivity reduction. In this context, recent reports of amorphous Boron Nitride (aBN) 

as an ultralow dielectric constant material with remarkable mechanical and thermal 

stability have sparked great interest [2]. In this work [3], we present a theoretical study of 

aBN’s electronic and dielectric properties, and correlate them to its atomic structure. 

Indeed, as an amorphous system, the performance of aBN hinges on its structure, which 

can be acted upon through fabrication parameters. We first generate a set of small (~100 

atoms) aBN structures using machine learned force-fields [4] and explore their properties 

using ab initio techniques (DFT). In this way, we extract correlations between the samples’ 

dielectric constants and their bonding (sp1/2/3) and disorder (B-N alternation) 

characteristics as well as their chemical makeup (B/N ratio). Because this approach, while 

precise, is limited in sample sizes, we concurrently employ a simple tight-binding model to 

investigate larger and more realistic structures (~10.000 atoms), allowing us to qualitatively 

study the effects of localization and large-scale disorder. Our results point at the existence 

of disorder-induced “mid-gap” states, which increase aBN’s dielectric constant. For small 

samples, the lowest values were typically obtained for sp2-dominated structures with B/N=1 

and strong short-range order [5]. Simultaneously, we observe in large samples that their 

amorphous nature induces an overall reduction of their electronic transitions’ oscillator 

strengths compared to a reference BN crystal, which decreases the dielectric constant. 
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